A Trauma-Informed Approach

**WHY**
- Given prevalence rates, there will be survivors in most meetings and spaces
- Want meetings to be a place where survivors feel comfortable and participation is not re-traumatizing
- These strategies help everyone feel comfortable

**HOW**
- Ensure meeting spaces, programs, & services:
  - attend to survivors’ physical and emotional safety
  - promote clear communication
  - respect survivors’ choices regarding engagement

Planning With a Purpose

Considerations for meetings on issues related to relationship violence and sexual misconduct (RVSM)

FOR MEETING PLANNERS

**GOALS**
What are the specific goals and purpose of your meeting?

**ATTENDEES**
Who will be in the room, and whose voices may be absent?
Are you inviting survivors of RVSM to the meeting? If so, what are you specifically hoping to learn from survivors’ input?
Why are survivors’ perspectives important for your purpose?
Keep in mind that the perspective of one survivor does not represent how all survivors may feel.

**COMMUNICATION**
Is this a one-time request to meet, or are you anticipating ongoing communication and feedback?

**COMPENSATION**
What are potential benefits to survivors in participating, and is compensation appropriate for their expertise?

**PRIVACY & USE OF INFORMATION**
What are your expectations regarding privacy and the sharing of information you provide?
Given that meeting attendees may choose to share your presence, stories, and/or input publicly (e.g., in meeting minutes, with the press, on social media), what measures might you take to establish guidelines for the use of your information?

If privacy is a concern, both parties may consider:

- A formal agreement: legal advice may be sought to create legally binding privacy and information use agreements that are acceptable to all attendees.
- An informal agreement: survivors may convey concerns before agreeing to meet and express a request to keep what is shared private. The group may also be asked to sign an informal agreement that expresses how survivors wish to have those in attendance handle privacy-related matters. Note that this may not be legally binding - some attendees may honor an informal request for privacy, without potential legal consequences, while others may not.

FOR SURVIVORS

**GOALS**
What are your expectations and goals for the meeting? What would you like to have happen as a result?

**TERMS**
What boundaries and agreements might need to be in place in order to ensure your safety and control?

**COMMUNICATION**
How/when can meeting planners or attendees communicate with you outside of the meeting?

**PRIVACY & USE OF INFORMATION**
What are your expectations regarding privacy and the sharing of information you provide?
Given that meeting attendees may choose to share your presence, stories, and/or input publicly (e.g., in meeting minutes, with the press, on social media), what measures might you take to establish guidelines for the use of your information?

If privacy is a concern, both parties may consider:

- A formal agreement: legal advice may be sought to create legally binding privacy and information use agreements that are acceptable to all attendees.
- An informal agreement: survivors may convey concerns before agreeing to meet and express a request to keep what is shared private. The group may also be asked to sign an informal agreement that expresses how survivors wish to have those in attendance handle privacy-related matters. Note that this may not be legally binding - some attendees may honor an informal request for privacy, without potential legal consequences, while others may not.
**A Trauma-Informed Approach to STRUCTURING MEETINGS**

1. **Plan the physical space and plan for the physical safety of the attendees**
   - Use a large enough room to accommodate all comfortably
   - Consider the seating arrangement and how the arrangement might be perceived by survivors (e.g., what arrangement will facilitate conversation)
   - Provide appropriate ADA accommodations
   - Check to ensure exits are clear and accessible

2. **At the beginning of the meeting (and in advance if possible), provide attendees with information on:**
   - Goals/objectives of meeting & key questions/topics to be covered
   - Who is invited to the meeting (including any press/media if applicable)
   - How information will be collected during the meeting (i.e., note-taking, audio/visual recording)
   - Plan for the use and/or dissemination of information outside of the meeting, including whether any informal or legally binding agreements will be put in place to protect the privacy of survivors and their information
   - Mandatory reporting: all MSU employees must report incidents of sexual misconduct to the Office of Institutional Equity and MSU Police (see Additional Resources below for links to University Policy on RVSM and RVSM Mandatory Reporting Guide)

3. **Plan for survivor supports during the meeting if appropriate. Options include:**
   - Allowing support persons and/or advocates to accompany survivors during meeting
   - Creating a separate Safe Space: this is a private room near the primary meeting space for survivors to go if they become distressed (for example, from hearing disclosures, details of trauma, triggers/reminders of assault). MSU Sexual Assault Program crisis counselors can be requested to offer support & resources in a confidential setting.

4. **Close the meeting by:**
   - Thanking attendees for their input and willingness to share
   - Offering options for people to suggest additional ideas that occur to them later
   - Reminding attendees what will be done with the information collected

**A Trauma-Informed Approach to LISTENING & RESPONDING**

**NO**
- telephone use
- crossed arms
- other distractions

“**You need to stop talking about it.**  
“Are you sure? Maybe it was…”
“**Don’t tell anyone else.**  
“You need to move on.”
“**I do not believe you.**  
“Do you have proof?”
“**Put it in the past.**”

**YES**
- attentive
- eye contact
- open body posture

“**I will support you no matter what.**  
“I’m sorry this happened to you.”
“Thank you for telling me and trusting me.”
“**This was not your fault.**  
“You are not to blame.”
“**How can I help you?**  
“I believe you.”

**Avoid negative, hurtful language**

**Use positive, helpful language**

**Additional Resources**

**Information on MSU Policies & Best Practices**
- University Policy on RVSM  [link]
- RVSM Mandatory Reporting Guide  [link]

**RVSM Supports & Services**
- MSU Sexual Assault Program  www.endrape.msu.edu
- MSU Safe Place (relationship violence & stalking)  www.safeplace.msu.edu
- MSU Office for Civil Rights, Title IX Education & Compliance  www.civilrights.msu.edu/